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HDFC ERGO
Better cost control and compliance 

with self-service procurement

“When I think about the SAP® Ariba®

Sourcing solution, what comes to my 
mind is transparency in procurement, 
both internal and external. It is a solid 
tool to get the right price through fair 
competition. It gives a complete view of 
the sourcing lifecycle from outreach to 
selection, request for quotations, 
negotiation, and contract authoring.”

Anil Mendonca, Senior Manager of Cost 
Management, HDFC ERGO General Insurance 
Company Limited

New York Life
Greater financial efficiency and 

increased transparency

“When you spend all your time chasing 
down information, it takes too much 
time to answer the question that is being 
asked, which prevents you from adding 
value to the business process. We 
wanted to reach a state where a financial 
analyst can deliver thoughtful, thorough 
solutions from the word go.”

Jonathan Feinstein,Vice President of Insurance 
Finance, New York Life

Transform Your Company’s Digital 
Core with SAP S/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA®: INSURANCE OVERVIEW
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To take advantage of the digital economy, insurers need to 
address three key challenges. First, they need to improve 
risk mitigation by evolving from a pure focus on financial 
loss compensation to physical risk prevention. Next, they 
must meet the challenges from disruptive competitors by 
adopting an innovative approach that enables rapid solution 
development and rollout. Last, they must manage an 
enormous amount of data generated by connected 
networks to develop and deliver leading-edge products and 
services . 

Addressing these challenges not only requires a business 
mind-set and dedication, but it also necessitates a digital 
business core to facilitate transformation. This digital 
environment must be managed by modern technology that 
can interact across all customer engagement channels and 
the Internet of Things (IoT). Insurers should keep these 
considerations in mind as they evolve their business 
models. 

The insurance industry has traditionally been slower to 
change than other markets. However, the time has come for 
insurers to reimagine their entire business to take 
advantage of opportunities offered in the digital economy. 
To be successful, they must define strategic priorities that 
will guide their digital transformation. SAP customers have 
successfully used this business transformation strategy to 
incubate new offerings in the cloud and improve speed to 
market by over 30%.

Let’s consider some of the latest technologies and their 
impact on the industry. Artificial intelligence and 
machine learning enable more secure processes and 
transparency to accommodate risk mitigation. Cloud-
based solutions that are easily enhanced and quickly 
rolled out allow insurers to better meet the increasing 
expectations of their customers. Plus, the ever-growing 
amount of IoT data provides an opportunity to connect 
this information and deliver innovative products and 
services, which will increase customer loyalty and 
satisfaction. To execute on these promises, insurers will 
also have to evaluate whether they have the right 
technology platform that can deliver on their vision.

This platform requires an IT architecture that provides 
stability and long-term reliability for core insurance 
processes, and, at the same time, delivers flexibility in 
areas where change is happening on a continuous basis. 
The digital core serves as the foundation for the 
fundamental processes that need to run consistently 
and flexibly. While enabling uninterrupted, real-time 
transactions and analytics, businesses can work with a 
vast amount of IoT data and connect to line-of-business 
extensions that enable supporting processes.

SAP S/4HANA® was developed specifically to represent 
the digital core in this bimodal IT architecture. It provides 
insurers with a proven framework to adopt industry best 
practices and attain operational excellence across core 
financial, procurement, and planning processes. 
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Core insurance

• Enable real-time reporting and insight to act on 
transactional data

• Integrate with cash management capabilities of 
SAP S/4HANA

• Provide a state-of-the-art user experience for 
core insurance operations such as billing, 
payment, and claims processing

• Offer a choice between on-premise and cloud 
deployments

Sources of value
SAP S/4HANA provides value to insurers and end users by streamlining the user experience, architecture, and 
business processes. Benefits include increased speed to market, improved real-time profitability reporting, and an 
evolved approach to running a live digital organization operationally and financially.

Simplified user experience across all devices
SAP S/4HANA empowers frontline users with a user-centric, consumer-grade experience. The suite is driving 
simplification and innovation in how users work with a consistent, role-based user experience available on any 
device.

Simplified architecture of no aggregates and redundancies
SAP S/4HANA has a refined data model that provides an advanced digital data architecture, which provides, in real 
time, a single source of the truth for transactions and analytics. This method enables extensive flexibility to adapt to 
changing business models such as simulating the impact of reorganizations within minutes rather than days.

Simplified processes and key industry capabilities of SAP S/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA: INSURANCE OVERVIEW
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Finance in insurance 

• Eliminate end-of-period batch bottlenecks

• Support continuous intercompany reconciliation

• Deliver continuous visibility into financial 
reporting

• Automate routine tasks

• Manage transparency of all close tasks

• Allow smooth, real-time integration of 
subsidiaries with third-party general ledgers 
through a central finance foundation

$
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• Concentrate multiple batch-run 
dependencies at period end

• Delay downstream activities due to batch 
bottlenecks

• Encounter a high rate of error correction 
efforts

• Defer complex issues until the postclose 
period

• Undergo time-pressured resolutions
• Endure lagging visibility into reporting

SAP S/4HANA provides reengineered and simplified business processes that can yield significant benefits. Accelerate the closing process by moving from a fully 
batch-oriented, period-end task to a continuous process with permanent insights.

SAP S/4HANA
• Eliminate end-of-period batch 

bottlenecks
• Support continuous intercompany 

reconciliation
• Deliver continuous visibility into 

financial reporting
• Automate additional routine closing 

tasks such as foreign-exchange 
conversion and reporting

• Manage transparency of close tasks 
fully

• Accelerate closing and external 
reporting

Traditional enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
solution

BUSINESS CASE: THE FINANCIAL CLOSING PROCESS

Closing process 
consists of multiple 
batch jobs and 
takes too long to 
execute. 

Reporting and 
disclosure is 
enabled,

Errors slow down and 
disrupt the process. 

Correction and 
relaunch is 
triggered.

Controller 
starts the 
closing 
process at 
period end.

x
Balance Sheet

P&L

Balance 
sheet and 
profit-and-
loss 
statement 
are 
generated.

Continuous intraperiod monitoring and error correction 
processing are supported.

Reporting and 
disclosure is 
enabled,

Balance Sheet

P&L

Balance sheet 
and profit-and-
loss statement 
are generated.

Fast close with a 
streamlined closing 
process result.

- 5 -
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Typical challenges Traditional ERP
Enhancements with SAP 

S/4HANA®
Benefits*

Closing processes that consist of a series of 

batch jobs compressed at period end

If errors occur, problem solving potentially 

delays the whole process.

Continuous processing in the SAP S/4HANA®

Finance solution allows businesses to identify 

and clear errors early on. This approach helps 

accelerate the closing process.

• Improved productivity of finance 

employees and reduced cycle 

times

• Enhanced closing process 

management by using a closing 

cockpit with a modern user 

interface

• Accelerated financial close 

process due to time savings in 

foreign-exchange revaluation and 

allocation runtime

Integration of subsidiaries with decentralized 

general ledger systems

Insurers must build interfaces, which are most 
likely based on batch jobs. Insights are only 
available for headquarters functions once 
batch jobs have been processed. 

Instant insights at the headquarters and 

subsidiary levels are supported through the 

central finance capability of SAP S/4HANA 

Finance.

Limited throughput in financial systems due 

to software and database limitations

Large, globally operating companies produce 

millions of postings every day. ERP systems 

with aggregation tables store information 

redundantly, which naturally limits the 

processing.

Throughput increases due to optimized

table structures and database 

processes.

Planning process Planning applications traditionally store actuals 

data redundantly. Usually, the data is uploaded 

in a batch job at night. The subsequent 

planning processes are based on this outdated 

information.

Planning on financials data is optimized with 

SAP HANA® software, allowing real-time 

storage of live data in the universal journal of 

SAP S/4HANA Finance.

*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP system to enhanced SAP S/4HANA and line-of-business 
or cloud capabilities. As each insurer is at a different level of maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.

BUSINESS CASE: THE FINANCIAL CLOSING PROCESS
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Insurance companies need a digital approach to manage strategic spend through the use of business networks, the IoT, and a focused contingent labor pool for the 
end-to-end life cycle of claims management. This strategy includes detecting first notice of loss with sensors, assigning adjusters from the internal workforce and 
external talent pool, selecting repair service providers, and settling claims. The capabilities supported by SAP S/4HANA and prebuilt, native integration with line-of-
business solutions help ensure that processes run smoothly and efficiently across the end-to-end claims lifecycle, In turn, insurers can effectively manage and settle 
claims, which helps reduce costs and improve risk management.

Traditional first notice of loss

• Handle manual processes 
with mixed automation

• Work with disparate 
service providers

• Delay claims settlement 
due to inefficient 
processes

• Use an unintegrated 
reserving process, which 
can lead to inaccurate 
reserves

SAP S/4HANA Insurance for 
connected claims management

• Synchronize updates about an 
accident immediately through 
the Internet

• Source repair service provider 
against existing contracts and 
prenegotiated terms

• Settle claims with a balance of 
best cost, quality, and 
customer satisfaction 

• Manage complaints on a real-
time basis

- 7-

BUSINESS CASE: CONNECTED CLAIMS MANAGEMENT

Client confirms
repair or 
service 
settlement.

Complete repair, invoice the 
appropriate party, and issue 
payment to service provider. 

Trigger initial reserving process manually. 

The insured person 
contacts the call 
center.

Source and 
negotiate with repair 
shop providers.

The claims handler 
registers the claim 
and initiates follow-
up processes. Initiate repairs.

Initiate the 
replacement or 
repair with Ariba 
Network.

Detect the first 
notice of loss 
through a 
connected data 
platform.

Select prequalified providers with 
prenegotiated terms.

Settle claims with the best pricing, 
contract compliance, and quality.

Match electronic 
invoices and 
initiate payments 
according to 
service provider 
contracts.

Update reserves automatically.Set initial 
reserve 
automatically.

Update 
reserves 
based on 
payments.

Receive client’s 
confirmation of 
service 
settlement. 

Analyze spend 
management 
based on claims 
procurement data 
in SAP Ariba 
solutions. 

Manually update reserves.
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Typical challenges Traditional ERP
Enhancement with SAP 

S/4HANA®
Benefits*

Paper-based transactions such as 
incoming first notice of loss and 
invoices

ERP systems have been developed to ease the 

processing of paper-based transactions through 

scanning.

SAP S/4HANA® and Ariba® Network help 

automate end-to-end processing of first notice 

of loss and invoicing. 

• Open connection of all systems 
across every function, industry, 
and company regardless of back-
end system or technical 
sophistication

• Comprehensive process 
collaboration across the entire 
network for all company sizes, 
geographies, and spend 
categories

• Network-derived intelligence, 
configurable business rules, and 
community-based insights for 
better business decisions and 
continuous innovation

• Global opportunity to discover, 
connect, and collaborate with 
more than 1.5 million buyers and 
sellers in 190 countries through 
20 localized languages

• Unmatched services that enable 
a thorough, repeatable service 
model that enables growth and 
considers the speed and needs of 
the company based on spend 
category, geography, and 
business processes

Too many exceptions, where claims 

handling is a manual process that 

involves potential delays

Claims management, enabled through an ERP system, 
has been optimized to streamline claims procurement.

SAP S/4HANA and Ariba Network help 

optimize and streamline procurement for 

categories of claims and indirect materials. 

Further optimization can be achieved for spend 

categories that cover contingent labor and 

travel expenses through an integration with 

SAP Fieldglass and Concur solutions.

Consistent leakage of value during 

the claims management and 

settlement process

Claims management, enabled through an ERP system, 

has been optimized to streamline claims procurement. 

Strategic sourcing and contract management across all 

spend categories have often not been considered. 

SAP S/4HANA and Ariba Network support the 

negotiation of discounts, management of 

vendor contracts across all spend categories, 

and simplification of procure-to-pay processes 

– leading to cost savings and lower unit prices. 

With the SAP Leonardo Internet of Things (IoT) 

capabilities, sensor data can be transmitted to 

Ariba Network and SAP S/4HANA. This 

approach enriches IoT data and processes it 

automatically. Seamless fraud detection is 

possible in all process steps. 

Limited to no visibility into actual 
costs against reserves and real-
time claims status

Traditional ERP systems are not able to organize and 

analyze claims cost data. 

SAP S/4HANA and Ariba Network enable real-
time visibility into transactional data and allows 
predictive insights. Furthermore it provides 
clear visibility into liabilities, invoice status and 
payables

BUSINESS CASE: CONNECTED CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
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*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP system to enhanced SAP S/4HANA and line-of-business or cloud capabilities. As each insurer is at a different level of 
maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.
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SAP PORTFOLIO WITH SAP S/4HANA AND SAP LEONARDO
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In the digital economy, simplification and business innovation matter more than ever. To do this effectively, it’s important to cover the end-to-end digital 
transformation journey, ranging from planning a digital innovation road map and implementation plan with proven best practices to running all deployment options 
and optimizing the business for continuous innovation with a focus on outcomes. Processes are designed to flow end to end across the cloud-based solution 
extensions listed in the white bands below, to integrate fully with the SAP S/4 HANA Enterprise Management solution, and to be deployed optionally to address 
business needs. The solution capabilities in the dark blue band below represent the digital core, which is delivered as part of SAP S/4HANA Enterprise Management. 
The lighter blue bands below, which also reside in the digital core, are added as needed through SAP S/4HANA Enterprise Management.
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Insurance companies need to manage the end-to-end lifecycle of claims management. This strategy includes detecting first notice of loss with sensors, assigning 
adjusters from the internal workforce and external talent pool, selecting repair service providers, and settling claims. The capabilities supported by SAP S/4HANA 
and prebuilt, native integration with line-of-business solutions help ensure that processes run smoothly and efficiently across the end-to-end claims life cycle, In turn, 
insurers can effectively manage and settle claims, which helps reduce costs and improve risk management.

Internal and 
external 
claims 
sourcing are 
based on 
claims 
volume.

Insurer 
notified of 
accident 
through a 
connected 
data 
platform.

Progress of 
claims and 
control of 
budget 
appraisals 
are 
monitored.

Claimants 
are 
provided 
restricted 
and open 
data.

Claims 
metrics are 
reviewed for 
continuous 
improvement
.

Automatically 
set up claim 
file

Manage 
adjusters and 
repair service 
providers 

Share claims 
status with 
policyholders

Monitor 
claims repair 
status

Manage 
invoicing and 
payments

Analyze 
claims 
process data

Invoices are 
matched, 
and 
payments 
are initiated 
according to 
service 
provider 
contracts.

Enterprise Management

Digital core

Connected Claims Management

Engage 
policyholder.

Select third-
party 
adjusters.

Claims status 
information is 
given.

Feedback and 
complaints are 
managed. 

Talent is 
developed 
based on 
needed 
claims skills.

Auto sensors 
detect 
accident.

Immediate 
updates of an 
accident is 
received through 
the Internet.

Transmit accident data to 
insurance company

Inform and request feedback

An end-to-end solution for insurance

PORTFOLIO OF SAP SOLUTIONS FOR INSURANCE
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Assets, the Internet of 

Things, and Mobile

Workforce

Select 
adjuster from 
talent supply.

Repair service 
providers are 
sourced.

Talent 
networks are 
used to 
flexibly recruit 
an adjuster.

Repair service 
providers are 
sourced from 
providers with 
existing contracts.

Source and contract

®
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Strategy enablement Business benefits*

• Support new business models
• Enhance agility for policy creation
• Reorganize on the fly
• Collaborate with other departments and 

external stakeholders
• Reduce complexity
• Manage risk and help ensure compliance

• 30% faster analytics
• 5%–10% reduction in business and operations analysis

and reporting costs 
• 40%–50% reduction in days to close annual books
• 20%–40% reduction in general-ledger and financial-

closing costs
• 20% savings in procurement function cost

Empowered employees
IT benefits and total cost of ownership 
(TCO)

• Establish finance as a partner for 
strategic decisions 

• Drive informed, real-time decision making
• Increase user productivity and user adoption 

through tailored user interfaces (UIs) enabled 
by the SAP Fiori® user experience (UX)

• Reduce data footprint up to 70%*
• Merge online analytical and transaction processing (OLAP 

and OLTP)
• Eliminate the use of various desktop clients
• Lower testing costs
• Simplify landscapes
• Take advantage of native integration

SAP S/4HANA provides insurance companies with a proven framework for adopting industry best practices while attaining operational excellence. 

Strategy 
enablement

Business 
benefits

Empowered 
employees

IT benefits 
and TCO

*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP system to enhanced SAP S/4HANA and line-of-business 
or cloud capabilities. As each insurer is at a different level of maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.

THE VALUE OF SAP S/4HANA FOR THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY

- 11 -
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Troo 

In 2014, Ageas decided to further expand its insurance business by entering 
the lucrative market in the Philippines. The company launched a Manila-
based startup called Troo and turned to the SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud 
service to provide a secure, managed cloud environment to support the new 
venture. Using the cloud service, Troo employees gained quick and easy 
access to core applications including SAP Hybris® solutions. The company is 
building customer loyalty and driving growth through the creation of highly 
relevant and personalized customer experiences at every touch point.

“We decided to go for SAP HANA, and I am proud to say that we are, in the 
Philippines, the first insurance company in the world to implement an end-
to-end cloud-based solution from SAP. We are now basically building upon 
that and implementing the SAP Hybris solution because that brings us 
much closer to the customer.”

Hans Loozekoot, President and CEO, Troo

Munich Re 

Munich Re uses the spatial data processing, predictive analytics, and 
simulation capabilities of SAP HANA to assess risk in the moment. For 
example, the company can identify natural hazard profiles for millions of 
locations around the globe in real time. By so doing, it can efficiently 
coordinate loss adjusters after a major catastrophe or calculate how an 
impending hurricane or flood may impact hospitals, schools, and roads. 
Such real-time visibility enables Munich Re to take a preventive approach to 
risk management – earning the company top rankings in client surveys.

“Now with new technologies like SAP HANA, we can analyze data from 
various angles to combine internal data with external data, like data from 
weather satellites or geospatial data. This is the beauty . . . of SAP HANA: 
we can do it in real time.”

Werner Goettler, Executive Senior Manager, Munich Re

Organization

Troo

Industry

Insurance

Products & Services

Life Insurance

Customer Web Site

www.troo.life

Click here for the source reference

Organization

Munich Re

Industry

Reinsurance

Products and Services

Direct insurance and reinsurance, 

health management, and asset 

management

Customer Web Site 

www.munichre.com

Click here for the source reference

CUSTOMER SUCCESS WITH SAP S/4HANA
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http://www.troo.life/
https://www.sap.com/assetdetail/2017/01/48129b15-a57c-0010-82c7-eda71af511fa.html
http://www.munichre.com/
https://www.sap.com/assetdetail/2017/01/96200716-a57c-0010-82c7-eda71af511fa.html
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informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, 
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or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or 

any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and 
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functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP SE or its 
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to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ 
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reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their 

dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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